
Tylö steam shower i110/c.

A home spa in the smallest of spaces.

In just 1.3 square metres of floor space Tylö has created a unique corner 

solution containing both a relaxing steam bath and a conventional sho-

wer. It’s a revolution in home spa design, compact enough to fit into any 

standard bathroom. Steam bathing is a pleasure enjoyed in gentle heat.

Humidity is 100%, but temperatures don’t rise above 40–45°C, inviting 

you to linger a little longer and relax. 

Tylö steam shower i110/c is built around the same unique profile system 

as the rest of the Impression series and includes a shared space for 

showers and steam baths in aluminium, glass and high-gloss acrylic 

(Art. 9607 4630).
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Tray as an extra option.
Tylös steam shower i110/c can be equipped with a 

tray. The tray has a construction made of cast 

marble which is an extremely shape permanent 

material. The surface finish on the tray results in a 

good drainage. The tray has a built-in water seal 

Thought through in every detail.

Excellent design and quality.

Generous on the inside, but 
economical on the outside.

The attractive white bench in compression-moul-

ded, high-pressure laminate is the epitome of 

good design – more than elegant enough to be 

used outside the shower as well. The design and 

finish of the cubicle makes it a pleasure to look at 

and is characterised by an intelligent concern for 

detail. The absence of nooks and crannies pre-

vents the accumulation of any dirt and makes 

cleaning as easy as can be.

Our Swedish designers set themselves the task of 

combining practical everyday functions with an 

elegant setting where you can relax and pamper 

yourself in style. But Tylö steam shower i110/c is 

also remarkable for its ingenious compact design 

with the outside measures of 1125 x 1125 mm, 

height 2100 mm.

which gives the Tylö steam shower i110/c a total 

height of 2200 mm, i.e. 100 mm higher than with-

out the tray (Art. 1800 0405).
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